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IhTRODUCTION 
LET (X, 0) be an isolated complex analytic surface singularity which is reduced and 
irreducible. This paper is concerned with certain necessary conditions (X, 0) must satisfy in 
order that it admits a smoothingf: ( ?Z-, 0) + (A, 0); so,fis a flat morphism of analytic germs 
with smooth general fibre and X as special fibre. The general fibre of such an f may be 
represented by a Stein manifold of complex dimension 2, which is the interior of a compact 4- 
manifold with boundary (M, dM); M is called the Milnorjbre of the smoothing. Moreover, 
there is a diffeomorphism of ZM onto a link L of (X, 0) (i.e. the intersection of X with a small 
sphere about 0 in an ambient space), which is well-defined up to isotopy. So, L may be 
regarded as the boundary of both M and a resolution .? of X. An important invariant of M is 
its middle homology group Hz(M) (which is free) equipped with the intersection product 
(which is symmetric). Note H2 (2) is also free and has a natural set of generators (the 
fundamental classes of the irreducible exceptional curves); the intersection pairing is 
negative-definite, but not necessarily even (even if X is a hypersurface). One would like to say 
as much as possible about the inner product lattice H2 (M) in terms of X or 2. For instance, if 
X is a Gorenstein singularity, then rk HI (M) = 0 [ll], the pairing on H2 (M) is even [38], 
and the Sylvester invariants (p,, , p + , p _ ) of the corresponding real pairing can be expressed 
in terms of x ( [41]: here, ~1 = p, + p+ + p- = rk H, (M)). Our principal contribution is the 
construction of natural and compatible “quadratic functions” on Hz (M), Hz(x), 
and H,(L), (where r means torsion subgroup). The construction and its properties are of 
a topological nature; we therefore need some topological discussion. 
If L is any compact 3-manifold, then there exists a natural symmetric non-degenerate 
linking pairing I: H, (L), x H, (L), + Q/Z defined geometrically [39]. Motivated by a result 
of Morgan-Sullivan [27], we prove that there is a finer object than 1. The singularity 
determines a homotopy class 9 of complex structures on 5‘ @ iw, (the tangent bundle of L 
plus a trivial bundle) whose first Chern class is torsion. Then (first part of Theorem 3.7) 9 
determines a natural function 4 : H 1 (L), +Q/H such that 4(5*+9)-4(5)-4(rl)=1(5,~). 
Since 1 is bilinear, we call 4 a quadratic function; if furthermore 4 (no = n2 4 (<) (n E Z), then 4 
is called a quadratic form. The function 4 derives its main interest from a universal property 
with respect to the intersection pairings of compact almost-complex 4-manifolds which have 
L as boundary and induce f. 
To describe this property, let N be such a 4-manifold; A2 (N) will denote H2 (N) module 
torsion plus the radical of the intersection pairing. There is an induced non-degenerate 
symmetric bilinear form on 8, (N). Since c1 (~~)1 L = cl (9) is torsion, cl (T,~) determines an 
integral linear form on fi, (N). The Wu formula implies that x.x = c1 (TV) (x) (mod 2) for all 
x~fi~(N), so we have a quadratic function Q,,,:H2 (N)-* H, x+~(x~x-c~ (r.,-)(x)), 
whose associated bilinear form is the intersection pairing. If we denote by l?,(N)’ the set of 
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x EA, (N), with x.ye Z for all YE i?, (N), then Q,., induces a quadratic function 
qN: l?, (N)‘/fi, (N) + Q/Z, whose associated bilinear form is what is generally called the 
discriminant bilinear form. The main part of Theorem (3.7) asserts that qN is determined by 
the quadratic function q on H, (f.), introduced earlier, in the following way: if I denotes the 
image of d : Hz (M, L), + HI (L),, then qll = 0 (so that I is isotropic for the linking pairing); it 
follows that q induces q,: I ‘/I + Q/Z (I is the orthogonal complement relative to the linking 
pairing). 
THEOREM. d induces an isomorphism of fi,(N)“/fl, (N) onto II/I which makes qN 
correspond to -4,. 
In particular, if HI (N), = 0, then I = 0 (Lefschetz duality plus the universal coefficient 
theorem), so by our theorem (fl,(N)“/A, (N), qN) is isomorphic to (H,(L),, -4). 
Returning to the singularity X, viewing L as the boundary of g makes 7L @ R, inherit a 
homotopy class of complex structures. It is easy to see that its first Chern class is torsion; so 
according to our theorem the linking pairing on H 1 (L), lifts naturally to a quadratic function 
4: HI (L), --) Q/h. Since HI (z) is torsion-free, 4 z - 42 by our remark above, and qx is 
computed in a simple manner from the resolution graph of x (see 4.2 below). 
In order to apply our results to the question of smoothability, let us assume for simplicity 
that X is Gorenstein; then (HI (L),, q) is a finite quadraticform (4.8). If M is the Milnor fibre 
of a smoothing, then ci (T,~) = 0, so A,(M) is an even lattice and q,,, is the usual discriminant 
quadraticform associated to such a lattice. Therefore, using Steenbrink’s formulas for ,u+ and 
p_, A, (M) is an even lattice of signature (cl+, p- ), whose discriminant quadratic form is 
isomorphic to - q,, for some q-isotropic I c H, (L),. For each I, the algebraic question of 
whether such a lattice exists is completely answered by an important theorem of V. Nikulin 
[32]. That smoothability requires the expression (in terms of 8) for p- to be 2 0 is already 
used in [42]; but the much more delicate arithmetic conditions of Nikulin allow one to 
deduce non-smoothability of X in many more examples. Furthermore, I is isomorphic to a 
subgroup H, (M), and we show that finite coverings of M induce “coverings” of the whole 
smoothing (5.2). Applying our results to the singularity smoothed in the “covering”, we rule 
out the occurrence a priori of certain coverings of L (called “impermissible” in 96), and hence 
of certain I. It turns out that for some interesting classes of singularities (triangle singularities 
and cusps of length 5 3-see 96), the existence of an even lattice of type (p+, /A_; -4,) for 
some permissible I is exactly equivalent to smoothability of X; we must here compare with 
results proved by global methods in e.g. [S], [22], and [35]. 
In fact, the natural question becomes not just one of smoothability, but deciding how 
many different smoothing components there are in the base space of the semi-universal 
deformation of X. These components may be distinguished by I and the lattices, but also in 
three more ways. If two smoothings,fi (i = 1,2) yield the same I and isomorphic lattices, we 
get anti-isomorphisms gi : IL/Z 2 I?, (Mi)“/A, ( Mi); if g2 0s; i is not induced by an isometry 
A, (M,) -G I?, (M,), thenf, ,f2 could not be on the same smoothing component. Second, the 
kernel of the surjection H, (L) + H, (M) is an invariant. Finally, we introduce a new two- 
valued invariant ofa smoothing component (the sign structure), motivated by [21]. This gives 
a collection Y(X) of “smoothing data” for the singularity (4.16). We prove that this set, 
restricted to permissible coverings, enables us to account exactly for all the smoothing 
components of a simple elliptic or triangle singularity, and conceivably all for a cusp of length 
I 3 (see 96). In the process, we discover an error in H. Pinkham’s original theorem [34] on 
simple elliptic singularities; for the cases of degrees 8 and 9, there are more smoothing 
components (as predicted by our data) than asserted in [34]. The point is that in these cases, 
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we need no more data to distinguish smoothing components, and every set of potential 
smoothing data actually occurs. 
Here is an outline of the paper’s contents. The first chapter discusses quadratic functions, 
and gives analogues of basic results on bilinear and quadratic forms due to Kneser, Wall, 
Durfee, Nikulin, and Milgram-Sullivan; we also introduce a signature of q in Q/8Z which 
might be of independent interest. Section 2 reviews the linking pairing of a compact (2n - l)- 
manifold L, and its relation to the intersection pairing ofa Zn-manifold M whose boundary is 
L. In $3, the quadratic functions arising from almostcomplex structures are introduced, and 
the main theorem (3.7) is proved. This is applied in $4 to a resolution and smoothing of a 
surface singularity (Theorems 4.5 and 4.8); combining with formula (4.11.2) gives a great deal 
of information about the lattice H?(M). In the Gorenstein case, we analyze (4.12) Nikulin’s 
lattice existence conditions, preparatory to the examples of $6. The set of smoothing data of 
X is described at the end of $4. The non-simple-connectivity of general M is examined in $5 
with both restrictions on coverings (5.3-5.5) and construction of interesting examples. We 
carefully analyze our local methods in $6 for examples already somewhat understood by 
global means; among new results is Theorem 6.5.1: the Milnor fibre of a cusp singularity has 
(finite) cyclic x1. In $7 we briefly explain the relation between our methods and global ones 
(specifically, smoothings of negative weight), and we state some open questions. Throughout 
$4 and 5, we consider general isolated surface singularities, using a normality or Gorenstein 
assumption only when necessary. 
Some of our results were announced in a 1983 Seminaire Bourbaki talk by I. Dolgachev 
[3]. C. T. C. Wall has also obtained independently a part of the results of $2-4, in less 
generality (cf. [6], 4.4). 
We thank E. Brieskorn for drawing the attention of one of us to the work of C. T. C. Wall 
on discriminant bilinear forms, and explaining that M and .? should be viewed as 4-manifolds 
with the same boundary. A helpful letter from D. Morrison corrected some errors and 
described his improvements (with H. Miranda-see [49] ) of some results of Nikulin; this is 
relevant for describing smoothing data (4.17 and 6.5). Most of this work was completed in 
June 1982, while the second author was a visitor at the University of Nijmegen; we thank that 
institution, and also the National Science Foundation, for their support. 
$1. QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS OS ABELIAN GROUPS 
1.1. Let G and H be abelian groups. We call a map q : G + H an H-valued quadraticfunction if 
the map b: G x G + H defined by b (x, y) = q (x + y) - q(x) - q(y) is bilinear. Then it is not 
hard to verify that k:G + H, k(x):= 2q(x)-b(x, x) (= 4q(x)-q(2x)) is a homomorphism 
and that q (ix) = 2.’ q(x) - +A (A - 1)k (x) (x E G, i E Z). We say that k (resp. b) is the linear 
(resp. bilinear)form associated to q. The notion of isomorphism will be clear after we have said 
what we mean by a quadratic homomorphism of a quadratic q, : G, + H, to a quadratic q2 : G2 
-, H,: this presupposes HI = H2 and is then simply a group homomorphism 4: Gi + G2 
such that q2.$ = ql. Recall that if k = 0, q is said to be an H-valued quadraticform on G. As is 
well-known, an arbitrary symmetric bilinear map b:G x G -+ H need not be associated to a 
quadratic form (e.g. G = H = Z, b(x, y) = xy). It is however associated to a quadratic 
function q when G is finitely generated. For, write G as a direct sum of cyclic groups 
G = @y= i Ci, let ei denote a generator of Ci, and take q (xi Xi ei) = xi+xi (Xi - 1)b (e,, ei) + 
Zi < jxi xj b (ei, ej). Clearly two quadratic functions G ---* H have the same associated bilinear 
form if and only if their difference is a homomorphism. 
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Classical examples of quadratic functions taking values in a group rather than in a ring are 
the semi-characters in the theory of theta functions (here G is free abelian and H = W/Z), see 
for instance [29]. In many cases that interest us, H will be Q/Z. 
1.2. We next recall some terminology pertaining to a symmetric bilinear map b: G x G + H. 
The adjoint homomorphism b’: G --t Horn (G, H) is defined by b’(x)(y) = b (x, y). Its kernel is 
called the radical rad (b) of b. If rad(b) = 0, we say that b is nondegenerate; if b’ is even an 
isomorphism we say that b is nonsingular (in the classical case, G free abelian of finite rank, H 
= E, it is more common to say that b is unimodular). Notice that b induces a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear 6:G x G + H, where G = G/rad (G). 
1.3. Now suppose that b is associated to a quadratic function 4:G + H. We say that 4 is 
nondegenerate resp. nonsingular, if b is. Notice that qlrad (b) is linear. We say that 4 is 
ordinary if this restriction is trivial. Such a 4 factors through a quadratic function 4: G + H 
(having 6 as its associated bilinear form). This reduces the study of ordinary quadratic 
functions to that of nondegenerate ones. More generally, suppose I c G is a subgroup on 
which 4 vanishes identically-such a subgroup is called q-isotropic; then b vanishes on I x I, 
so that I is contained in I’ : = {xEG:b(x,y)=OforallyEI}.ClearlyI1isasubgroupofG 
and since for x E I’, y E I, 4 (x + y) = q (x) + q(y) + b (x, y ) = 4 (x), it follows that q induces a 
quadratic function 4,:X1/Z + H. If 4 is nonsingular, then so is q,. 
1.4. We will be more specific now. Let V be a free abelian group of finite rank and B: V x 
V -+ Z a symmetric bilinear form; we call V (resp. ( V, B)) a (bilinear) lattice. An element k E V 
is said to be characteristic if B (x, x) + B (x, k) is even for all x E V. More generally, let K: V 
-) H be a linear form such that B(x, x) + K (x) is even for all XE V; then Q(x):= f(B(x, x) 
+ K(x)) is a quadratic function from V to Z having K resp. B as associated linear resp. 
bilinear form. Conversely, any quadratic function from V to Z is so obtained. We call the pair 
( V, Q) a quadraric lattice. 
1.5. Assume now that B is nondegenerate. Then we may identify Horn (V, Z) with 
V” : = {x E V,: B(x, y) E h for all y E V> (the subscript Q9 stands for oZ a). If we identify V 
with its image in Vo, then V is of finite index in V #; in fact, 1 V’/VI is the absolute value of 
the discriminant of B. Since B and K extend to V*, so does Q. If x E V’, y E V, then Q (x + y) 
=Q(x)+Q(~)+B(x,y)=Q(x)(modZ), so Q determines a quadratic function q: V”/ V 
-+ a/Z. Similarly, B drops to a bilinear form b: Vx/V x V”/V --* 69/P associated to q. It is 
easily checked that b is nonsingular. We call the pair ( V”/ V, 4) the discriminant quadratic 
funcrion, abbreviated as DQF, of ( V, Q). In case B is even, i.e. B (x, x) even for all x E V, and 
Q(x) : = 4 B (x, x), then ( V”/ V, q) is what usually is called the discriminant quadratic form of 
the even lattice ( V, B) (e.g. [32], 1.3). 
LESMA 1.6. (i) Every non degenerate lattice (V, B) has a characteristic element K E V. 
(ii) The DQF of a nondegenerate quadratic lattice ( V, Q) is a quadratic form if and only if 
the function K comes from an element in V characteristic for B. 
Proof (i) We consider V: = V/2V with the symmetric bilinear pairing Vx V_* h/2 
(denoted by a dot). If R E V is such that Z.;3 = R.2 for all Z?E V, then any lift of R is 
characteristic. To prove the existence of such a R, note that if X E 7 is such that X.X # 0 (so 
2.X = l), we can split off the subspace it spans: v = (X) @ (2)‘. Thus, t’ z I’ @J where I 
is defined as (Z/2, XI-+ x2) and J is totally isotropic. Then R = (1, . . . , 1; O)ef’@J has 
the desired property. 
(ii) Clearly, q has zero linear part if and only if K (x) = 2Q (x) - B (x, x) E Z for all x E V” 
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Since B is nondegenerate, this in turn is equivalent to K E V. 
1.7. The proofs of the following propositions are analogous to those for known results for 
even lattices and their associated DQF’s. Those results (except for 1.7.4)are due to M. Kneser, 
C. T. C. Wall, A. Durfee, and V. V. Nikulin (see [4] or [32] for a discussion); the references 
given below locate convenient proofs. In the remainder of this section (V, Q) will always 
denote a non-degenerate quadratic lattice with (V”/ V, q) as associated DQF. The group of 
linear automorphisms of V which preserve Q is denoted by O(Q). There is a natural 
homomorphism 0 (Q) + 0 (4). Two quadratic embeddings ji : ( V, Q) + ( Vi, Qi) are called 
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism h: (V,, Q1) + ( V2, Qz) with hoj, = j,. 
1.7.1. [32), 1.4. Any lattice VI between V and V, on which Q is still integral projects to a 
q-isotropic subspace I:= VI/V of V*/V with I’= V:jV, and q,:l’/l -Q/h may be 
identified with the DQF of ( V,, Q). Conversely, any q-isotropic subgroup 1 of V”/ V comes 
from a lattice V, c V on which Q is integral. 
1.7.2. [32], 1.6. Let (V, Q) be unimodular, V, c Va primitive sublattice (recall this means 
that V/VI is torsion free) and put V2 := Vf, Qi: = QI l$ Then there is a natural 
isomorphism a: V,“/V, + Vf IV, of groups for which q1 = - q2 Q z. 
Conversely, to any pair of quadratic lattices ( V, , Q1 ), ( Vt , Qz) and anti-isomorphism z as 
above, there are naturally associated a unimodular lattice ( V, Q) and primitive embeddings 
ji : ( Vi, Qi) + ( V, Q) with j, ( VI)' = jz ( V2). TWO such anti-isomorphisms a and z’ determine 
isomorphic embeddings of V, if and only if a‘ 0 a- ’ EO(q2)isintheimageofO(Q,)+O(q,). 
1.7.3. [45]. Given ( V,, Qt ), ( Vz, Q2), then any isomorphism a between their DQF’s lifts to a 
stable equivalence between the lattices, i.e. there exist unimoddar ( V::, Qi)(i = 1, 2) and an 
isomorphism 5: (V,, Q,) @( V;, Q;) --) ( V2, Q2) @( V2, Q;) which induces z (after we have 
identified the DQF of ( Vi, Qi) @( Vi, Qi) with that of ( Vi, Qi)). If Q1 and Qz are quadratic 
forms, we may take Q; and Q; also to be quadratic forms. 
1.7.4. [26]. Given ( V, Q) as above (with associated K E V” ), then if d denotes the signature of 
V, we have 
lvx/vl-l’z CxcY~,Y exp(2niq(x)) = exp . 
1.7.5. [44]. Every quadratic function q: G + Q/Z with G finite, is the DQF of a non- 
degenerate quadratic lattice. 
Proof. The proofs of both (1.7.1) and (1.7.2) are minor modifications of the proofs found 
in the references. Recall that in (1.7.2), ( V, Q) is the overlattice of (V,, Q1) GJ( V2, Q2) which 
corresponds via (1.7.1) to the graph of a in Vf / VI @ Vf / V,. 
As for (1.7.3), let I+ denote the lattice Z with the quadratic function Q+ :x -*(x2 +x). 
Note that I + is nonsingular and has 1 E Z as characteristic element. Let Ki E Vip represent the 
linear form associated to Qi. Replacing Vi by Vi @I+ enables us to assume that Ki is 
indivisible in Vi”. Since r maps the residue class of K, to that of K2, there is no difficulty in 
lifting z to a homomorphism z: Vr -+ VT which sends K, to K2. We can now proceed as 
Wall in his proof of the main theorem of [45] and find nonsingular even bilinear lattices 
( c, Bi) (i = 1,2) and an isomorphism r: V: @ V; -+ Vf @ V; of Q-valued bilinear lattices 
which extends x After dualizing we see that 5 takes V, @ V; onto V, @ V2. Define a E- 
valued quadratic function P, on V, @V; by (x, y) + Q1 (x)+9 B; (y, y) and put F’,: 
= P, 0 Li. Then 3i: ( V, @ V;, PI) + ( V, @ V;, P2) is a quadratic isomorphism with the 
required properties. The last clause of (1.7.3) only cites the main result of [45]. 
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For (1.7.4), follow the proof in Milnor and Husemoller ( [26], appendix 4). It suffices to 
verify the rank one case: V = Z and Q (x) = i ( dx2 i Lx). The associated bilinear form is then 
(x, y) + dxy, so that K = (l/d)L and B(K,K) = d-’ L2. Assume first that d > 0. Then V3 
= (l/d)V, so we must verify the identity 
The proof of this identity is analogous to that of Milnor and Husemoller. The proof for d < 0 
follows by taking the complex conjugate of the identity above. 
Finally, to prove (1.73, let ( V, B) be a nondegenerate lattice whose discriminant bilinear 
form is (G, b) ([44]). Letting K, E V be a characteristic element (which exists by Lemma 
(1.6)), consider the quadratic function Ql(x) = +(B(x, x)+ B(x, K,)) on V, this induces a 
quadratic q1 :G + Q/b with the same bilinear b as q. So q - q1 =: 1 is a homomorphism from 
G to O/Z; as b is nondegenerate, there is a w E G with I(x) = 6(.x, w). Lift w E G to w E V” and 
define a new quadratic function Q: V + Z by Q(x) = Q1(x)+B(w,x); then (V,Q) is the 
desired quadratic lattice. 
1.8. Given a quadratic function q : G + Qp/ Z on a finite abelian group G, then by (1.7.5) it is 
the DQF ofa nondegenerate quadratic lattice ( V, Q) and so (1.7.4) implies that the expression 
IGI - I” &EC exp(2niq(x)) is a root of 1. Define sign(q)E0/8Z by 
1.8.1. exp(ysign(q)) = [Cl-’ ZxEG exp(2niq(x)) 
From (1.7.1) and (1.7.4) the following is now immediate. 
COROLLARY 1.9. For any q-isotropic subgroup I c G, we have sign (4,) = sign(q). If( V, Q) 
is a nondegenerate lattice of signature c and linear part K E V” such that its DQF is isomorphic 
fo q, then CJ - B(K, K) E sign(q) (mod 8). 
$2. THE LINKING PAIRING 
2.1. In what follows the subscript t stands for ‘torsion part’; so, if a: A + B is a 
homomorphism of abelian groups, then a,: A, -+ B, denotes the induced map on torsion 
subgroups. 
Recall that when the coefficients of a cohomology group have been omitted, integral 
cohomology is meant. 
2.2. Let L be a compact closed oriented (2n - 1)-manifold. As is well-known, there is a 
canonical (- l)“-symmetric bilinear map 
called the linking form of L. It is characterized by the property that its adjoint is the 
composition of PD, : H,_ 1 (L), 5 H”(L), (torsion part of Poincare duality) and the isomorph- 
ism H”(L), z Hom(H,_ 1 (L),, Q/H) furnished by the universal coefficient formula. So I is 
nonsingular by definition. Given ul, u2 E H,_ I (L),, then I(u,, v2) is geometrically computed 
as follows: represent ul, u2 by disjoint (n - l)-cycles V, , V,. Then some integral multiple 1 V, 
of V, bounds an n-chain C1 and we have 
I(u,, u2) z iCl.V, (mod Z). 
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2.3. Now suppose that L bounds an oriented compact Zn-manifold M. The composite 
i 
H,(M)- H,(!M,dM)~H”(M)~Hom(H,(M), Z) 
2 
(LD stands for Lefschetz duality) is the adjoint of a (- l)“-symmetric bilinear form on 
H,(M), the intersection product, which we denote by (.). Letting f?, ( MM) be M, (Al) modulo its 
radical plus torsion, then (.) factors through a nondegenerate bilinear form on A,(M). The 
associated discriminant bilinear form will be denoted by ( G,W, b,). The isomorphisms LD,: 
H,(M, L),iH”(M),,H”(M), z Hom(H,_,(M),,Q/Z) determine a perfect pairing 
U.H,(!M, L),xH,_1(M),-*Q/Z 
The following lemma should be well-known. 
LEMMA 2.4. With respect to the pairings a and 1 the sequence 
2, 
H,(M, L), - H,- I WtI’-H,-, (W, 
is sel&( - l)“-dual: /(a,(w), u) = (- 1)” a(w, i,(u)). M oreouer, Im (a,) is l-isotropic, Im (2,)’ 
= Ker (i,), and the induced ( - 1)“symmetric bilinear form I, on Ker (i,)/Im (8,) is canonically 
isomorphic to (G,, -b,). 
Proof. The duality assertion is a simple consequence of the commutativity of the diagram 
below 
LD 
Hn(M, 0 -H”(M)+--Hom(H,_, (M),, Q/Z) 
J t 
H,-,(L)~H”(L)-Hom(H,-,(L),,Q/Z), 
wherein the last two vertical arrows are induced by L c M. The self-duality implies that 
Im (a,)’ = Ker (i,). Since Im (a,) c Ker (i,), we see that Im (8,) is l-isotropic. Let _,? H, (_M) 
+ Hom(fi,(M), Z) denote the adjoint of the intersection product. It follows from the 
exactness of 
H,(M): H,(M, L)LH,_,(L):H,_,(M) 
that Coker (I?,) can be identified with (Im a),/Im( 8,) = Ker (i,)/Im( 8,). In order to compare l,w 
and b,q it is perhaps best to use the geometric interpretation of 1. Let wi, w2 E H, (M, L) be 
such that dw,, dw2 E H,_ 1 (L), and choose representative relative cycles W,, W, in (AI, L) 
such that d W, n d W, = 
d W, -C, is an absolute 
0. If dw, has order i., then id W, bounds an n-chain C, in L, so that 
n-cycle on M. Then (2 W, -CT,). W, is a well-defined integer. Now 
; (iW, -C,). W,EQ. 




represents l,u( dw,, dw,). This proves that b,w corresponds to - 1,. 
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53. ALMOST-COMPLEX ?-MANIFOLDS 
3. I. Although part of the subsequent discussion goes through for all even n, we will from now 
on stick to the case n = 2. So 1M is now a compact 4-manifold with boundary L. We further 
assume that M is almost-complex, i.e. its tangent bundle r,” has been given a complex 
structure. The mod two reduction of its first Chern class c, ( M)E H’( M) is the second 
Stiefel-Whitney class w2 ( M)E H2( M; H/2), which in this dimension coincides with the 
second Wu class. So for all < E H, (M; H/2), 5.t = (wl (iv), 5 ) (an equality in Z ‘2), see for 
instance Spanier [403. So for all x E H, (M), x.x - (cl (M), x) will be even (angular brackets 
( , ) denote the natural pairing between cohomology and homology). Hence 
3.1.1. QM(x):=~(x.x--(c~(M),~)) 
gives H, (M)/H, (M), the structure of a quadratic lattice with the intersection product as 
associated bilinear form. If x E H, (M)/H, (M), can be represented as the fundamental class 
of a compact 2-submanifold X c M which is almost-complex (for the almostcomplex 
structure on M), then Q,v(X) = -t;(X), by the adjunction formula. 
LEMMA 3.2. Q,U is ordinary (1.3) if and only if i* ci ( M)E H’(L) is torsion. 
Proof. The radical of the intersection pairing on H,(M; Q) equals the image of i_: H, (L; ,C) 
+ H,(M,Q). The Lemma now follows from the fact that (c,(.U). i*(x)) 
= (i* cl (M), x). 
3.3. For the remainder of this section we fix a closed compact 3-manifold L and a complex 
structure J on 7L @W, with the property that ci (TV @ 62,) is a torsion class. 
If (L, J) bounds a compact almost-complex 4-manifold (M, J,v), then by lemma (3.2) Q ,I 
is ordinary, so that Qw induces a quadratic function q,v: G,v + Q/h. We will show that q,, 
essentially depends only on (L, J). More precisely, we aim to construct a quadratic function 
q:H,(L),+Q/Z such that 
(i) its associated bilinear form is the linking form, 
(ii) 4 only depends on (L, J), 
(iii) If (L, J) bounds a compact almost-complex 4-manifold (M, Jw), then 4 induces - 4 {, 
on (G,, - b,q) via the identification of Lemma (2.4). 
This construction is inspired by one of Morgan-Sullivan ([27], $5). but an important 
difference with their set-up is that they assume the manifolds in question to be framed, and 
the framing will always produce a quadratic form. 
3.4. Let (L, J) be as in (3.3). Any UE H, (L), can be represented as the fundamental class ofan 
oriented 1-submanifold Vof L. Let s,be a nowwhere-zero tangent vector field along I/which 
is positive for the orientation of K A transversality argument shows that after a small 
perturbation of V, sY(p)#J R, for all PE V. Then by altering J in a neighbourhood of V 
(within its homotopy class) we may assume that 7J V is spanned by E I, JE v, and Jq, where q 
denotes the unit section of the second summand of 7L @ W,. Denote the ensuing complex 
trivialization (sy, r~) of 7L @ W,I V by f. 
Let i. E N be such that i.u = 0, so that I Vwill bound a Z-chain. In this dimension (2) we can 
resolve the singularities of this chain by means of a topological normalization process. This 
means that there is a compact oriented 2-manifold whose boundary ZC can be decomposed 
into i. pieces, dCi, _ . . , c’C1 and a smooth map f: C -+ L which maps each piece ?Ci 
diffeomorphically and orientation preservingly onto V. By a homotopy off(relative SC) we 
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ensure that for a neighbourhood c of SC in C, fl C - ?C is an embedding and df maps a 
normal inward vector field of X in C to - Jq 1 V. So a transversal slice to b’ will intersect f ( CJ) 
like this (Fig. 1). (This is what Morgan and Sullivan call a Z/I.-manifold.) We also assume that 
f jint (C) is transversal to a small displacement V of V in the J&,-direction (with V n V 
= 0). Define q(_f ~)EQ. Z by 
3.4.1. 4(f.~)~&f(C)‘~*-~ (Ci(f*(T~OR,).ri.[C,~C])+4b,(V)(mod Z). 
Some explanation is in order. The meaning off(C). r’ as an intersection product is clear. The 
pull-back f * ( TL @ R,) has been trivialized over ?C by means of f, so that we have defined a 
relativefirst Chern class cl ( f* (TV @ R,), r) E Hz (C, ClC). It is just the obstruction class which 
arises when trying to extend the trivialization I over all of C. Finally, b,( V) denotes the 
number of connected components of V. We shall see that q (L f) only depends on u E H 1 (L),. 
If we had begun with t’i, u2 E H, (L), with i.E, = if2 = 0 and had chosen Vi, ri, fi : Ci + L 
as above such that f.i is in general position with respect to f2 (i.e. fi 6 f2, fi 6 Sf2, c?fl i5 f2, 
V, n Vz = a), then we find that 
But both 
are just the value of the linking form on (ri, uz). Hence 
3.42. 4(fi +f23 fl +cr)-q(f~,r,)-q(l~.r,) = 4C,,~,). 
Next let (L, J) bound an almost-complex manifold ( M, J,v). The identification of sL @ W, 
with s,~/ L should make q correspond to an outward pointing normal vector field of L in M. If 
vEKer(i,:H, (L), + HI (-if),), then V bounds a 2-chain in !M. As before we can resolve its 
singularities and thus represent it by an oriented compact 2-manifold with boundary 
( W, ? W) and a smooth map g : W -+ M which maps Z kt’diffeomorphically and orientation- 
preservingly onto V. We further assume that qlVis in the image ofdglr,,, that g-l(L)=? W, 
and that g is an immersion with simple normal crossings as self-intersections (we denote their 
number by d,). We glue a copy of W to - C along each boundary piece SC, (i = 1, . . . , L ) and 
thus get an oriented compact surface without boundary, which we denote by Z. The map f 
together with E. copies of g determine a map 4: Z + .M which is smooth outside SC. Put 
-:= 4, ([Zl)~H~(.lf). 
The key result of this section is the following 
PROPOSITION 3.5. q (f. r) = - $2.~ + k (cl (M), I) (mod z). 
Fig. 1 
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Proof. The normal bundle vg of g admits over 2 W the trivialization f” defined by 
(JEW, Jq). If C: is a section of vg transversal to the zero-section and constant over 2 W with 
respect to f”, then its algebraic number of zeroes, deg(<), is equal to (e ( vg, I”), [ W, 2 u ), 
where e( vgr t”) E HZ ( W, d W) is the relative euler class of vg. Arguing as in Morgan-Sullivan 
([27], (5.7)), we find that 
3.5.1. 2.2 = Zd,j.’ -E.f(C).V+E.2 deg(<). 
The tangent bundle s,is trivialized over d W by means of .s,and ~1 Vand thus has a relative 
eulerclasse(r,,t’)EH2(W,dW).Then(e(s,,t’),[W,d~)=~(W).Toseethis,let;bea 
section of sw transversal to the zero-section with <Ia W corresponding to E,. Integration of; 
yields a diffeomorphism of W with only isolated fixed points (of multiplicity & 1) and 
following PoincarC, the sum of the multiplicities (= (e(t,, t’), [ W, d W-J)) equals x ( W). If 
each boundary component of W is collapsed to a point, we obtain an oriented compact 2- 
manifold without boundary. Such a manifold has even euler characteristic and hence 
x(W) - b,(V) (mod 2). So 
3.5.2. deg(S) = (e(v,, t”), [W, awJ> 
= (cls*~.~~~)~CW,~Wl)-(e(Tw.~‘,,cw,~wJ) 
= (c1(9*T.~,r),CW,dW1)-b,(V) (mod2). 
Substituting 
(c,(?&) = (c&#‘* T>w). L-z]) 
= (-cl(f*% r), [C, aC]) + i (cl (g* T.V, t), [ W, SW]) 
in (3.5.2) gives 
3.5.3. deg(C) = i (cl (tw), z) +i (cl (f* T,~, t), CC, Xl) - b,( v) (mod 2). 
Feed this into (3.5.1) and divide by 2E.2. We get 
& Z’z = -&f(C). V- + & (cl (TM), + + f (cl (f* T.w> t), [C, aC]) 
-b. ( V) (mod Z). 
Substituting the definition of q(J t) in this congruence gives the result we 
COROLLARY 3.6. q(J t) only depends on u. 
Proof. Let (ii. Vi,fi: Ci 4 t, ti) (i = 0, 1) be two systems associated to VEH1(L)r. 
want. 
Replacing i., by Al & and correspondinglyf, by d, copies off, does not alter q(fi, fl), so 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that E., = 2,. Give :V : = L x [0, l] the almost- 
complex structure which is the obvious extension of the one on r,lf; x (1) z zL @RL. We 
regard& as mapping to L x {iI c :ti. Since Y: = V, - VO bounds in AV, we find a g : W -+ M 
and z E H, (M) as in (3.4). The intersection product on H2 (M) is trivial and c1 (T,~) is torsion, 
so prop. (3.5) implies that q(fiLIfb, fl J_I -to) = 0. By (3.42) we then have q(fiLIjb, 
tl rr-r,)=q(fi,rl)-q(fo,ro),and thecorollary follows. 
in view of this corollary it is now legitimate to write q(o) for q(f, t). The formula (3.4.2) 
simply says that q is a quadratic function whose associated bilinear form is I. We have now 
proved most of the following. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a closed compact oriented 3-manifold and J a complex structure on 
TV @W, such that ct (TV @ R,) is a torsion class. Then there is a natural quadratic function 
q : H, (L), + 9; Z (defined by (3.4.1)  whose associated bilinear form is the linking pairing and 
which possesses the following property: if (L, J) bounds a compact almost-complex 4-manifold 
M, then the image of S,: H, (M, L), -+ H, (L), is q-isotropic and the induced quadraticfunction 
on Im(d,)‘/Im(d,) corresponds under the isomorphism (2.4) to the quadratic function 
(G,, - qw), where q,rr is defined as in (3.3). lf K,eHom(H, (M), Z) represents the image of 
- cl (s,") and a ,, denotes the signature of M, then a,w - K,w.K,w G sign(q) (mod S), where sign 
(q) is the incariant of q defined in (1.8). 
Proof We first verify that Im(a,) is q-isotropic. If u E Im( a,), then we may choose W in 
such a way that I; ([ W, d v ) is torsion in Hz (M, L). The class z E H2 (M) will then also be 
torsion and hence the right hand side of (3.5) vanishes. 
If w E H2 (M, L) is such that idw = O(;C E N), then E.w lifts to some z E H, (M) and by 
definition 
1 
-r.z--& (ci(M),z) (mod E) 
22.2 
equals the value of qr on the image of w in G,w. Following (3.5), this is also the value ofq on dw. 
The remaining assertions follow from (2.4) and (1.9). 
Remark 3.8. It follows from (1.7.3), that the quadratic lattice (A, (M), Q,v) is determined 
up to stable equivalence. 
Remark 3.9. The proofs still work if one assumes that M is only weakly almost-complex. 
This means that rM @R ‘,” has been given a complex structure J,v for some k. The 
compatibility condition on dM = L is then that J,I L is the direct sum of J on s,~ z sL @ R3L 
and the standard complex strucure on R$‘ = (Ws)‘. 
Question 3.10. Does (3.7) generalize to compact (4m - 1)-manifolds L with a complex 
structure J on TV @I R, such that any monomial in its rational Chern classes of degree 2 2m 
vanishes (where q should be defined on H Zm _ 1 (L),)? Such a result would be of interest for the 
study of isolated singularities of complex spaces of even (complex) dimension. In the 
following section we shall apply (3.7) to smoothings of isolated surface singularities. 
$4. RESOLUTION ASD SMOOTHING OF SURFACE SINGULARITIES 
4.1. By a surface singularity (X, 0) we shall always mean a Stein space ofdimension 2 having a 
C”-boundary ?X c X (a compact closed 3-manifold) and a unique singular point 0 E int (X) 
such that X is topologically the cone over 8X; furthermore, X is irreducible (so that the 
normalization map is a homeomorphism) and reduced. We call ZX the link of (X, 0) and 
denote it in the future by L. 
Let n : X + X be a good resolution. This means that 2 is a non-singular complex analytic 
surface (with boundary), K a proper analytic morphism which is an isomorphism over 
X - {O), and E = 7c- i (0) is a curve with only normal crossing singularities whose irreducible 
components Et, . . . , E, are nonsingular. We let g = Ci genus (Ei) and b the number of loops 
in the dual graph of E. Then X retracts topologically onto E, so its homology groups are 
free of rank 1, 2g + b, r respectively (only r depends on the resolution). Moreover the 
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homology exact sequence of the pair (J?;, I.) becomes 
‘I, ‘I) iI/ Ii/ 
H2 (El HI(E)* H, (El H3 (E) 
II 
0 
The map j is just the adjoint of the intersection product. The fundamental classes 
[Et], . . , [E,] forma basis of H,(,?). So if [El]*, . , [E,]* is theduai basis thenj maps 
[E,] to x0 (E; E,) [&I*. Since (E; E,) is negative definite, Coker (‘j) is torsion and thus we 
find the exact sequence 
4.1.2. O--+H,(L),+H,(L)-,H,(X)-+O 
4.2. Let K = K~E Hz (8)” represent - c1 (72) E H’( 2). K is written as a rational combi- 
nation of the Ei’s by solving the equations K’E, + Ei.Ei = 2 genus( Ei) - 2. As in $3, the 
function Qx(D): = i (D.D + K.D) gives Hz (3) the structure ofa quadratic lattice. The map 
H2(r?) + H’(L) can be identified (using Poincare duality) with the differential in (4.1.1), so 
its image consists of torsion. This implies that the first Chern class of the complex structure 
on sL @ R, is torsion. So by Theorem (3.7), the linking form on H, (L), lifts naturally to a 
quadratic function. We shall in the future denote by 4 the function induced by Qx, not - Qf 
(so 4 induces the negative of the linking pairing). One also defines K,~.K,~E Q and it is easy to 
see this number drops by 1 if one blows up 2 at a point of E. Therefore, x(X) + K ,T. K ,f E 9 is 
independent of the resolution, as is the image of K2.Kf in a/Z (cf. the Hirzebruch invariant 
(4.11)). Finally, by a theorem of W. Neumann [30] all of the above data (say on the minimal 
good resolution) is uniquely determined by the oriented link L. 
Example 4.3. Consider the cusp singularity (see also (6.3) below) whose resolution graph 
consists of rational curves, A, B, C with A.A = - 3, B.B = C.C = - 7, and whose dual 
intersection graph is a triangle. Denoting by a, b, c the dual basis, one has the images in 
H2 ( x)‘/H2 (2) satisfying 
3a=6+E; 76=a+c; 7c=a+b: 
If e: = a - 2b,f: = - a + 3b, then their images .?,fin Hz (z)“/H, (X) generate with 4e = 32f 
=O. In fact 4e= -A+B,32f=6A--13B-C. Therefore ez= -3/4,e.f= -l,f’= 
-45/32. Since K = - (A + B+C), K.e = 1, K.f = 2. Therefore, by definition (3.1.1), 
4: H2(~)‘/H2(X)-+Q/Z is given by 
So this is actually a quadratic form (for K is a characteristic element, see (1.5 ii)); in Nikulin’s 
notation [32] it is isomorphic to 4’:j(22) @~\~2(2~). 
4.4. By a smootlring of (X, 0) we mean a proper flat analytic mapf: ( x,0) + (A, 0) plus an 
isomorphism I : (f- ’ (0), 0) ; (X, 0), where A is an open disc about OE c and X is a 
contractible Stein space with a partial Cm-boundary Z5? c 5 such that Z-- (Oj is 
nonsingular andflint (5 - (0) ) andf/Z J are both submersions. The isomorphism I should 
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be one ofcomplex spaces with boundary. The Ehresmann fibration theorem implies that over 
A - [O).f is a fibre-bundle whose fibres are 2-dimensional Stein manifolds with boundary. 
We denote by .M a typical nonsingular fibre: it is called a Milnorfibre of the smoothing. 
SimilarlyfIS 3 is a C”-fibre bundle over A. Since A is contractible this bundle is trivial, i.e. 
isomorphic to A x L -+ A. In particular, SM 1 L. For details and more discussion see [18], 
[23], [25]. By Morse theory, M has the homotopy type of a finite cell-complex of dim I 2; in 
particular H’( M) = Hi(M) = 0 for i > 2 and Hz( -ii) is torsion-free. The symmetric 
intersection product on Hz(M) can be diagonalized over R to decompose p = rk Hz (.V) as 
4.4.1. #U = jJo+p* +p-: 
so ,u~ is the rank of the radical. One deduces from the exactness of 
4.4.2. H, (M) + H2 (M, Z.M)~ H, (?M): H,(M)-+ H,(M,?.M) 
IIt ‘I? il( 




4.4.3. p0 = b,(L)-b,(M) = b,(z)-b,(M). 
The complex structure on the fibres of f determines a complex structure on r I ,I? 9Y 
z r21,b OR,,. So with respect to some smooth retraction d ZZ -+ SXe -!+ L which trivializes 
f: S 5 + A, we find a continuous family of complex structures on r’L @[w,. It follows that the 
diffeomorphism 8M + L (which is unique up to isotopy) respects the given homotopy classes 
of the complex structures on raM OR,,+, and rL @ [w,; in particular it respects their Chern 
classes. If K,eHom(H,( M), 72) denotes the image of - cr (T,~), then 
4.4.4. QM (x) : = + (x.x + (&, x) ) 
gives H,(M) the structure of an ordinary quadratic lattice; thus there is a quadratic function 
(also denoted QW) on f12( M) with DQF(G,w, qLI) (see (3.3)). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be the Milnorjbre of a smoothing of an isolated surface singularity 
with link L. Then the function QM (4.4.4) makes H2(M) an ordinary quadratic lattice with 
associated nondegenerate lattice (A,(M), Q,v). Its DQF is canonically isomorphic to (I’/I, q,) 
where I c H 1 (L), is the q-isotropic subgroup Im ( Zt : H, (,M, L), + H 1 ( L),). There is an exact 
sequence 
0 + H, (L),/Z’ + HI (M) -+ P + 0 
where P is u quotient of H,(L)/H,(L), z H,(z) Z Z’g’b. 
Proof The preceding discussion and theorem (3.7) yield all but the exact sequence, itself a 
consequence of (4.4.2) once we note that Ker( i,) = I’(Lemma 2.4). 
Example 4.6. Let (X, 0) have a resolution with one smooth exceptional curve E of genus g 
withE.E= -n(<O).TheninH2(~)“,K=(2-2g-n)/n.E,H,(L),iscyclicofordern, 
and an exercise shows H, (L), has a q-isotropic subgroup of order r iff n = r’s, 2g - 2 = ru 
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and s( 1 + r) = u (mod 2). For example, when g = 0, the only non-trivial case occurs when 
r = 2, n = 4(S). In fact, Pinkham has shown [34] the only smoothing with nontrivial I occurs 
when n = 4(X is automatically normal if it is smoothable, see (4.11) below). This may also be 
deduced from the arguments of $5. 
4.7. Recall that a surface singularity (X, 0) is Gorensrein iff (X, 0) is normal and there exists a 
nowhere zero holomorphic 2-form w on X - (0). 
(9 
(ii) 
PROPOSITION 4.8. If (X, 0) is Gorenstein then 
Kf E H, (8) and q : HI (L), ‘--) Q/Z is a quadratic form. 
If M is the Milnorfibre of a smoothing of (X, 0), then K,W = 0, and Ii,(M) is an efen lattice 
whose DQF is canonically isomorphic to (II/I, q,), where I c H,(L), is a q-isorropic 
subgroup. 
Proof (i) The nowhere zero 2-form w on X - {Oj lifts to a meromorphic 2-form on .? 
whose divisor D is supported by E. Then Kf = [D] E H2 (X). Now (1.6. ii) implies that 4 is a 
quadratic form. 
(ii) As observed by Seade [38], Remark 3), M admits a nowhere zero holomorphic 2- 
form, so K,M = 0 (cf. also Durfee [S]). The rest follows from (4.5). 
4.9. We observed in (4.4) that cl0 = b, (.%) - b, (M). This is just a topological fact. Much 
deeper are the following two analytic results. Define the genus p(X) of X by 
p(X) = h’(flz)-6(X), 
where 6 (X) = dim, (Ho (C,)/H’ ( C,r)) = colength of the normalization X + X. The follow- 
ing are generalizations of results in [S] and [42]. 
THEOREM 4.10. (i) (Steenbrink [41], 2.2.4) p. +p+ = 2p(X). (ii) (Greuel-Steenbrink 
[ 1 l] ) If X is normal (i.e. 6 (X) = 0), then b, (M) = 0. 
4.11. These results give immediate restrictions on smoothability of certain (X, 0), e.g. h’ (C,) 
2 6 (X) in the smoothable case. Also observe that these two formulas show that for normal X, 
4.11.1. PO = b,(x)> p+ = 2~ (X)--b,(z), 
so that both p. and p+ only depend on X and not on the smoothing. This is not the case with 
p_. Pinkham [34] has shown that the cone over a smooth rational curve of degree 4 admits 
smoothings with p_ = p = 0 and p_ = p = 1. But we do have a relation between K,.K,, 
and x (M). Recall that ci (r,MIZM) z cr (rf/L) is a torsion class. This means that Morita’s 
Hirzebruch invariant 4 ( L) is defined. It can be calculated using either .M or 2 ([ZS], Prop. 
(3.3) or [24], for a simpler proof). Equating the corresponding expressions gives 
~(K,+,.K,v-2~(M))-sign(M) =f(K.f.Kx-Z%(R))-sign(x). 
Unlike (4.1O.i), this equality is of a topological nature. If we substitute b, (8) -b, (hi) 
=Po7pofP* = 2p(X) and use the fact that (Ei.Ej) is negative definite (so that sign(x) = 
-r), we obtain for every smoothing of a surface singularity 
4.11.2. K,,.K,+x(M) = K,.Kz +x(X)+ 12p(X). 
This equality, which as we have seen is essentially equivalent to Steenbrink’s formula for 
p(X), can be proved using a globalization of the smoothing and Riemann-Roth ( [AZ], [24] ); 
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in the hypersurface case, it is due to Laufer [16]. If X is Gorenstein, then KM = 0 (4.7) and 
b,( .M) = 0 (by 4.10. ii), so the left hand side of (4.11.2) reduces to 1 + b2( :M) = 1 +p_ 
+ Zp( X). Thus we recover another formula proved by Steenbrink [41]: 
1.11.3. p- = lOp(X)+K~.K,,--b,(~). 
Finally, if X is normal, comparing (4.11.2) with the results of [42] yields 
4.11.4. K,;K ,,tr = K,F.K,p+h’(Kty)-p(X), 
where r is the length of the cokernel of the map of ‘dualized dualizing sheaves’ 
(The globalization hypothesis under which the cited result of [42] is proved, is now known to 
be always verified. see the appendix of [24] ). 
4.12. It is worthwhile to observe how close p(X) and the resolution graph 2 of a Gorenstein 
surface singularity come in determining the quadratic lattice Hz(M) of a Milnor fibre of a 
smoothing. For, from these data one can compute (H 1 (L),, q) and its q-isotropic subgroups I 
as well as the expressions for p + , p. and p _ from (4.11). One then has as a necessary condition 
for smoothability the existence of an even lattice of signature (p+ , p- ) with DQF isomorphic 
to q,: I’/1 + Q,! Z for some I as above. Whether such a lattice exists is completely answered by 
a key theorem of Nikulin ([42], Theorem 1.10.1). First, one needs p+ = 2p - 2g - b 2 0, 
which is automatic. Second, one needs p_ 2 0; via (4.11.3) this translates into the necessary 
condition for smoothability used in [42]. Third, we require ,u+ - ,u- = sign(q,) (mod 8); but 
(4.11) implies p + - p_ = - 8p(X) -r - Kx’Kx, so this too is automatic (use (1.9) and (3.7)). 
Finally we must have cc+ + ,u- 2 minimal number of generators of the group II/I, with more 
precise conditions if there is equality; this subtle condition will be analyzed in various 
examples in 96. On the other hand, if (X, 0) is a DP.4,r- singularity (6.4) below, the existence of 
such a lattice is equivalent to the existence of an embedding of the T,,,.,-lattice into the K3 
lattice (cf. 7.5 below and [21] ); here I represents the imprimitivity of the embedding. But, just 
as [21] imposes a ‘goodness’ condition on embeddings,, we shall see in $5 that certain 
isotropic I are disallowed for geometric reasons. 
4.13. The isotropic subgroup I c H,(L), arising as above is in fact an invariant of a 
smoothing component and can be used to distinguish smoothing components. Recall that a 
smoothing component of (X, 0) is by definition an irreducible component of the base space of 
a versa1 deformation of (X, 0) over which the generic fibre is smooth. By choosing a 
convenient representativef: J + S as in (4.4) (see also [23]) we find a fibrationf-‘(S - D) 
-+ S-D, where D c S denotes the discriminant off. Each connected component of S - D is 
of the form S, - (S, n D), where S, is a smoothing component. It is clear that the image of 
H,(X,,ZX,): H,(dX,); H,(d.Z-) -G H, (L) and the image of its torsion part only depend 
on the connected component of s in S-D. So, each smoothing component Sr of (X, 0) 
determines a subgroup J (S, ) c H 1 (L) for which J (S, ) A H 1 (L), = I (S,)‘, where I (S, ) is q- 
isotropic (Lemma 2.4). 
There is another, perhaps more subtle invariant, which helps to distinguish smoothing 
components, and which is based on a conceptual interpretation of the equality p+ -i-p0 
= 2p(X). For this, we suppose (X. 0) normal. It is well-known (see e.g. [15]) that then 
p(X) = dim, H”(R~_,)iHo(R~). 
NOW consider the dualizing sheaf LL),~ of X and its relativization mfiS (if i: (0) c X and j 
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denotes the inclusion of the critical set off in ?Z, then these are given by i, i* ni and 
j, j* !A$,, respectively.) Following [19], the restriction map wi s -+ ay is surjective. Since x 
and S are Stein, Ho (w i,s) + Ho (ax) is surjective. Let F c Ho (w I,x) be a p (X)-dimensional 
vector space which is the image of a section of Ho ( wI s) ---, Ho ( wx) -* Ho ( R2x _E) Ho (!A$). 
Ifs E S - D, then every o E F restricts to a holomorphic 2-form on X, and hence determines 
(by integrating over 2-cycles on X,) a linear form H2 (X,, W) - C. This defines an R-linear 
map P, : H, (X,, W) -+ F*. Without proof we state 
PROPOSITION 4.14. After possibly shrinking S, we have that for all s E S - D, P, maps ever) 
maximal positive semi-definite subspace of H2 (X,, W) (of dim p. + p+ ) isomorphicall onto F* 
(of real dim 2p(X) ). 
(Besides the equality (2p(X) = ,uo + p+, the proof involves an application of De Rham’s 
theorem for manifolds with boundary.) 
4.15. If V, is a real quadratic vector space, then the set of its oriented maximal positive semi- 
definite subspaces has one or two connected components, according to whether V, is negative 
definite or not. In the last case the components exchange if we alter orientations. Let us call a 
sign structure on V, a choice of one of these components. If V, is nondegenerate, then 
@E 0( VR) preserves a sign structure if and only if @ has spinor norm 1 for the opposite 
quadratic form on V,; i.e. writing 0 as a product of reflections in non-isotropic vectors ui. an 
even number of the Ui have positive length. We denote the group of these automorphisms 
O,(V,). 
It follows from Proposition (4.14) that H2 (X,, R) acquires a sign structure by using the 
natural complex orientation of F*. The sign structure is locally constant in s and it is clear that 
it is independent of the choice of F. The (infrequent) condition p+ = 0 implies via (4.1 l.l)and 
the inequality p(X) 2 g + b that p(X) = g and b = 0; in this case, (4.14) produces an 
orientation of the radical H,(L, W) of H,(X,, R). But one may show this orientation is 
independent of the smoothing, via the isomorphisms (since b = 0) H,(L) 5 H,(Y?‘, I.) 
z H1 (x) ; @H’ (Ei) and the orientation of the last term. This suggests the following set- 
up. 
4.16. Suppose one is given a nonegative integer p + and a finitely generated abelian group A 
whose torsion part A, is equipped with a nonsingular quadratic function q: A, -, Q/Z. If 
p+ > 0, consider the collection of 5-tuples (V, Q, I, i, s), where: (V, Q) is an ordinary lattice 
whose maximal positive definite subspaces have dimension p+; s is a sign structure on ( V, Q); 
I is an isotropic subspace of A,; and i: V*/B’( V) -+ A/Z is an injective homomorphism with 
finite cokernel which induces an isomorphism p”/ P + I’ Jl of quadratic groups (here B’ : V 
-+ V* denotes the adjoint of the bilinear part of Q). We call two such 5-tuples 
(vl,Q1,z1,il,sl),(v2,Q2,12, i2, st) equivalent if I I = I2 and there exists an isomorphism 
CD: ( V,, Q1, sl) -+ ( V2, Qz, s2) of quadratic lattices with sign structure such that i2 = &il, 
where $I is induced by 0. We denote the set of equivalence classes by Y (p+, A, q). Ifp, = 0, 
we suppress in the above definition the sign structure so that Y (0, A, q) denotes a set of 
equivalence classes of 4-tuples ( V, Q, I, i). We can now summarize the preceding discussion 
by saying: 
4.16.1. There is a natural map from the set Sm(X) of smoothing components of a normal 
(X,O)toY(~+,H,(L),q),where~+isgivenby(4.ll.l)andq:H,(L),-,Q/Zistheopposite 
of the quadratic function described in (3.7). 
We show that a 4-tuple (V, Q, I, i) determined by a smoothing component of X with 
typical Milnor fibre 1M (e.g. V = Hz (M), A = H, (Z&f), I = Im(Z,), etc.) allows one to recover 
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V* --* AI1 
where the bottom map is the composition of v* + V*/B’( V) with i. Denote by J the image of 
2; one easily verifies that J n A, = I’, t/v, 2 V*. Thus, VG Hom( r, Z). Let j: V -+ r be 
induced by (B’, 0): V 4 v* x A. Then using duality and the universal coefficient theorem, one 
deduces a natural isomorphism of exact sequences: 
(Of course, if (X, 0) is normal, then (A/J)* = 0). Notice also that the group P of (4.5) is 
A;.& + J. 
If (X, 0) is Gorenstein, then each of its Milnor lattices has a quadratic form and the 
signature (p_, p_, po) is given by (4.11). Denoting by Y(X) the subset of Y(P+, H,(L), q) 
defined by these conditions, then trivially: 
4.162. If (X, 0) is Gorenstein, then the map of (4.16.1) maps to Y(X). 
We shall call an element of Y(X) a ser ofsmoothing data for X. In $6 and 7 we will see some 
Gorenstein examples for which the map in (4.16.1) is injective and whose image admits an 
explicit description in terms of ‘permissible’ I. 
4.17. If 0 E Y (p + , A, q) is represented by ( V, Q, I, i, s), then the preimage J of Im (i) in A is 
clearly an invariant of 6. Observe that J n A, = I’ (so J determines I) and recall that A/J is 
finite. We ask: how much bigger is P’( p + , A, q) than isomorphism classes of triples ( V, Q, J)? 
Consider 5-tuples (V, Q. I, i,, sl) and (V, Q, I, i,, s2) with the same J, and assume p+ > 0. 
Then these describe the same element in Y(p+ , A, q) iff there exists UJ E 0 (Q) such that 
@ z 1 on Rad V, O(s,) = s2, and +oil = i, (where +~O(qy) = O(q,) is induced by CD). If 
s I # s2 but 0, ( Q) = 0 ( Q), the classes are clearly inequivalent; if 0 i (0) # 0 (Q), one can find 
0 E O(Q), 3 1 on Rad V, such that @(si ) = s2. Once si = s*, equivalence of classes depends 
on the map O,(Q) + O(q,). Thus, the elements in Y(p+, A,q) of type (V, Q, J) form one 
O(q,)-orbit if O,(Q) # O(Q); and 2 orbits otherwise. Each orbit is equivalent to a coset space 
in O(q,) of Image (0, (Q) + O(q,)). Ifp+ = 0, there is one O(q,)-orbit as above, but the index 
1 is suppressed. The same description applies if Pcontains a hyperbolic summand U; for, the 
isometry - Ic (extended to V) induces the identity on v’“/r, and is not in O,(Q). 
In the quadratic form case, results ofNikulin ( [32], $1.13, 1.14)yield sufficient conditions 
for uniqueness of lattices, surjectivity of 0( Q) + O(q,), and splitting off a hyperbolic plane. 
(A strengthening is found in [49]). We conclude for instance: 
PROPOSITION 4.18. Let (X, 0) be a Gorenstein surface singularity and ler r be the minimal 
number of generators of the group H,(L),. Suppose p + 2 l,p_ 2 1, p+ +p_ 2 r+2, and 
p 2 r + 3. Then .Y( X) can be identified with the set of subgroups J ofjnite index in H,(L) with 
J n A, = 11, \b,here I = H, (L), is q-isotropic. 
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$5. H, OF THE MMILNOR FIBRE 
In this section we consider finite coverings of smoothings. Among other things we will 
find that these give smoothings of a covering of the original singularity. As all the necessary 
conditions for the existence ofa smoothing of a given surface singularity must also be fulfilled 
for certain coverings of it, it will be clear that this gives the results of the previous section extra 
impetus. 
Let (X, 0) be a surface singularity and letf: ( J, 0) + (A, 0) be a smoothing of X. A typical 
nonsingular fibre off (a Milnor fibre) is denoted by M. 
LEMMA 5.1. For SE A - (01, the inclusions 2M c M resp. M c J - 10) induce a surjec- 
tion resp. isomorphism on fundamental groups. 
Proof. Since M is Stein of dim 2, M is obtained from ?iM up to homotopy by attaching a 
finite number of cells to 2M of dim 2 2. So d&f c M induces a surjection on x1. If .V = X,, 
put B:= {r~A:/rl.< Is/,\ and N:= f-’ (dB)w (/-I (B) n 8x). Then, using Thorn’s first 
isotopy lemma, it can be shown that N is a deformation retract of f - {Oj (see for instance 
[23] ). The fibrationf - 1 (2B) + ZB admits a characteristic homeomorphism h : M -+ M which 
is the identit;r on dM and is such that (N, M) is homeomorphic to the pair (M x [0, l]/ -, M 
x {O>), where the equivalence relation - is defined by (h(x), 0) _ (x, 1) (XE M) and (x, t) 
- (x, t’) (x E ZM; t, t’ E [0, I] ). The cellular decomposition of (M, 8M) determines one of (M 
x [0, 11, M x {O, l} u ?M x [0, 11) and hence one of (N, M), each k-cell of (M, dM) 
corresponding to a (li + 1)-cell of (N, M). It follows that (N, kf) is 2-connected, so that N 
c M induces an isomorphism on x1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Any finite unramified covering fi 4 M extends to a finite morphism 
x: CV --* % which is unramijied otter ?f - (0) and where 3 is a normal Stein space (with partial 
boundary). In this situation, xc-’ (0) is a singleton, (Y, 0):= (n-‘(X), n-l(O)) is a surface 
singularity in the sense of (4.1), f 0 7~ is a smoothing of (I’, 0), and fi is a Milnor fibre of this 
smoothing. 
Proof: Following Lemma (5.1), M c 5?- {Oj induces an isomorphism on ICY, hence 
$f -+ M extends to an unramified covering R’: U + X - {O),. Let 71: 9 -+ Z be defined by the 
condition that IL* 0, is the direct image of 0, under the map U + 5 - (0) c ?Z (compare 
Grauert-Remmert [IO] ). Then %’ is a connected normal space and n is finite. A contraction 
of % to (0) lifts to a deformation retraction of 3 onto I[: - ’ (0). Since % is connected and 
T(- ’ (0) is finite, it follows that x- ’ (0) is a singleton (denoted ambiguously by 0). Notice that Y 
c CV is a generically reduced C-artier divisor (defined byfo II) on the normal space CV. SOY is 
reduced. By (5.1), dM c ST - (01, hence X - {Oj c 3 - 10: induces a surjection on TL~. This 
implies that Y - (0) is connected. Since Y - (0) is smooth, it follows that (Y, 0) is indeed a 
surface singularity in the sense of (4.1). The other assertions are now obvious. 
5.3. In the situation of Proposition (5.2), let d denote the degree of z,,~: fi + M. The transfer 
homomorphism 7th: Hi(M) -+ Hi( .a) (which sends a cycle on M to its pre-image in fi, which 
is then also a cycle), satisfies r.W* nIw(x) = dx and (for i = 2), rci(~).rr:~(y) = d(x.y). Using 
rational homology, this implies all but the last of the following (in)equalities: 
5.3.1. 
5.3.2. 
pi (A) 2 C(i(M) (i = 0, +, -) 
K,g.K,G = dK,V.K,V, K,W = 00 K.ti = 0 
x( Ati) = dX( iv) 
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(the last equality is obvious). Combining (5.3.1) with (4.10.i) gives 
5.3.3. P (Y) 2 P(X) 
The equalities (5.3.2) combined with (4.11.2) yield 
5.3.4. d(X(x)iK.+?+ 12p(X)) = x(?)+K,.K,+ lZp(Y), 
where, ofcourse,ydenotes a good resolution ofY. Not every finite coveringY + X unramified 
off 0 will satisfy (5.3.4), so (5.3.4) imposes a restriction on the quotients of n,(L) that can 
appear as the fundamental group of a Milnor fibre (see 6.2 below). The equality simplifies if 
the covering Y - {0) + X - (01 extends to an unramijed covering? --, _,? (this is equivalent to 
Ker(n, (X - {O) ) -+ rt, (x)) c Im(n, (Y - (0) ) -, n,(X - (03)) ); then x(r’) = dX(Y), Ky.Ky 
= dK,.K, and hence (5.3.4) reduces to 
5.3.5. P(Y) = dp(X). 
For instance; this must be the case if the covering is abelian and given by a quotient of P, 
where P is as in (4.5). 
5.4. We now consider a surface singularity (X, 0) with a good resolution ,? -+ X and an 
abelian covering (Y, 0) --+ (X, 0) (ramified only over 0) with group G. The covering determines 
a surjection 4 : H 1 ( L.) --* G. We describe an algorithm to determine a resolution graph? for Y. 
The essential case is when G = Z/p, p prime. Recalling (4.1.1), if 4 factors through H, (_%), 
one constructs easily an unramified covering r’ + x from the surjection H, (8) + Z/p. So, 
suppose 4 induces a surjection 4,: H,(L), -+ Z/p. As H, (L), z H, ( %)*/Hz (8), 4, is 
uniquely represented by (l/p)D E H, (x)“, withD=~.:,=,n,E,(n,EZ,O<n,<p).There 
is a line bundle I on .? plus an isomorphism 1 @P= a,~( - D), so that the induced cyclic 
branched cover over P, -+ .% induces the given covering over X - E 2 X - (0). Normalizing~, 
gives a space with only cyclic quotient singularities. Resolving these in the standard manner 
(e.g., [37] ) yields Y. The exceptional configuration on p is read off D and E as follows. Let E, 
denote the strict transform of E,. If E, n supp(l)) = 0, then E, decomposes in p disjoint 
copies of E, with the same self-intersection. If E, n supp (D) # 0, then EP is irreducible; and if 
E, is such that n, > 0, E,. E, > 0, then i?, is connected with E, by a chain of smooth PI’s 
(zero in number if nP = 0) from resolving a quotient singularity. Specifically, define 
ksg E (0, . . , p - l} by nP k,,, s nC (mod p). Then the self-intersections of the P”S going from 
E, to i?, are the negatives of the integers in the continued fraction expansion of 
p/p -k,,. Finally, 
E;&, = ~(E,-E,)-~r~~(p4,.)(E,E.). 
5.5. Returning to the situation of (5.3), once one has a resolution graphFforY,it is sometimes 
possible to determine h’ ( C,); for instance, if X is Gorenstein, so is the normalization of Y, 
which fact plus resolution data might yield h’ (Pp). But even if X is Gorenstein,Y need not be 
normal (Example (5.11) below). Still the inequalities 
5.5.1. P(X) s P(Y) 2 h’(~‘p) 
used together with (5.3.2) and (5.3.4) give several restrictions on H, (M) (and hence on the 
q-isotropic I of $4). This is the theme of $6. 
5.6. While the coverings considered in (5.3) are mainly used to refine the smoothability 
condition of ~$4, the opposite procedure, forming quotients under finite groupactions, gives a 
method for constructing smoothings (see also [42], 95). Let (ZV, 0) be a three-dimensional 
isolated normal singularity, G a finite (not necessarily abelian) group of automorphisms of ?/ 
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acting freely on d - {0) and h : ( ZV, 0) -+ (A, 0) a G-invariant function for which (h- ’ (0) 0) 
= (Y, 0) is irreducible and non-singular outside 0. As % is normal, Y is then automatically 
irreducible and reduced at 0. Let (5,O) be the quotient of ( 6,O) by G, (X, 0) c ( f, 0) the 
image of (Y, 0) in ( .2^, 0). Then ( 3, 0) is normal, and h factors over a morphism h’ : ( Z-^, 0) 
-+ (A, 0) whose central fibre is (X, 0). Hence (X, 0) is reduced-it is clearly irreducible-so h’ 
is a smoothing of (X, 0). If ,M is a nonsingular fibre of h’, then there is a surjection 7ci (&f) 
- G whose kernel is rri (A). If for instance, (Y, 0) is a complete intersection, then !@ is known 
to be simply connected, so n, (iv) z G. It is known that the ring of G-invariants of a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring is Cohen-Macaulay; so if (Y, 0) is normal (0 ( g, 0) is 
Cohen-Macaulay), then ( f, 0) is Cohen-Macaulay, and (X, 0) is normal. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If in the situation of (5.6) ( g/,0) is Gorenstein, then K ,f.K ,q E Z and p _ 
= 10p(X)+Kf.K,f-229-b-r 20. 
Proof. By Proposition (4.8) K.e = 0. Hence K,<, = 0 by (5.3.2). Since K,w.K ,, = 0, the 
integrality of K.r.K,r follows from (4.11.2). The formula for p- follows as in (4.11.3). 
5.8. For a non-Gorenstein (X, 0) the condition K,~-K,~E Z is a very stringent one. For 
instance, consider the cyclic quotient (rational) singularity X = 43’ G, where G acts via 
(u, u) + (in, i4 o), I a primitive nth root of 1, 0 < q < n,(q, n) = 1; call this an n/q cyclic 
quotient. This singularity admits a resolution for which E is a chain of smooth rational curves 
E,, . . . . E,, whose self-intersections -6,) . . . , - b,(b, 2 2) are determined by the con- 
tinued fraction expansion n/q = b, - 1 Jbz - . . . - 1 Jb,. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. For rhe n/q-cyclic quotient singularity (X, 0) above, the follobting are 
equivalent 
(i) K,t.K,v~ 72 
(ii) (q + 1)2/n E Z 
(iii) (X, 0) has a smoorhing which is a quotient of a Gorensrein smoothing. Furrhermore, 
Ka.Kx= E-E+4--f(q+q’+2) 
where q’E (1, . . . , n - 1) is characterized by qq’ = 1 (mod n), 
Proof. (i)o(ii), Lete,EH2(X)’ bedefinedbye,.E,= -6,,.ThenH,(X)‘:H,(X)is 
cyclic of order n, generated by the image of e, . Solving ne, = Za, E, by Cramer’s rule, we find 
n, = 9; so e,.e, = -q/n. Writing K for KR and - nK = Ck, E,. Cramer’s rule gives 
k, = n-q- 1, whence K.e, = (n-q- 1)/n. Therefore, in H,(X)“/H,(2), K z (q’+ l)e,. 
The fractional part of K.K is computed from the bilinear form on H, (X)“/H2. (2) and is 
thus -(q’ + 1)2 q/n = -(q +q’+2)/n. So K.K is integral iff n((q’+ 1)’ or equivalently iff 
nj(q + 1)‘. 
(ii) 3 (iii) If n[(q + I)‘, write n/(q + 1) = b/c with 6, c E N with (b, c) = 1. Since c(q + 1) 
= c. (n/q + 1). ( (q + l)‘/n) E bZ, it follows that a : = (q + l)/bc E h. Consider the cyclic group 
action on C’ sending (x, J, z) to (wx, w- ’ y, wc L) where w is a primitive bth root of 1. Using 
the invariant function h (x, y, z) = xy - zab, one sees by parametrizing the zero set Y of h by 
means of (w, u) ++ (nab, v~, uv), that the b-fold quotient of Y is a ab2/(abc- 1) = n/q- 
singularity. Now a smoothing as in (5.6) is constructed. (iii) * (i) follows from (5.7). 
The formula for K2.K.r is a linear algebra exercise, left to the reader. 
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Remark 5.10. One can use (5.9) and (4.11.2) to show that the b’/(bc - 1) cyclic quotients 
(with (b. c) = 1) are the only ones with a p = 0 smoothing (see [42], 5.9.1). 
Emmple 5.11. The covering (Y, 0) + (X, 0) of proposition (5.1) need not be normal, even 
if (X, 0) is Gorenstein; this is because a cyclic covering of a three-dimensional isolated 
Gorenstein singularity (unramified off the singular point) need not be Cohen-Macaulay. Let 
S be a non-singular projective surface with K, ample and b, (S) = 0, for which there is an 
n-cyclic unramified covering T -+ 5 with b, (r) # 0. (We thank A. Beauville for pointing out 
how an example can be made using e.g., exercise 4 on p. 123 of his book [2] on algebraic 
surfaces.) Note K, is also ample, so we form the ‘cones’ 
x=Spec 6 I(.S,Kp”), g=Spec & r(T,Kp). 
n=o n=o 
Then Z and ?3/ are normal with isolated singularities and the natural map ?V + Z is n-cyclic 
and unramified off the singular point. Now H’ (S, KY”) = 0 for all no Z, as seen using 
b,(S) = 0. Serre duality and the Kodaira vanishing theorem; therefore, HtOi(c.) 2 
H’ ( 3 - {O), cr_ ,O; ) = 0. Hence (X, 0) is Cohen-Macaulay. The same argument (using 
b, (T) # 0) shows ( 3, 0) is not Cohen-Macaulay. In fact, ( X,0) is Gorenstein (since 
fl;-:o; = C,_#. as seen from computing on the line bundle of K, ’ over S). By Bertini’s 
theorem [7], a genericf: (3.0) + (A, 0) has a fibre (X, 0) which is Gorenstein, with isolated 
singularity. But the fibre (Y, 0) of ( J?, 0) -+ (2,O) ‘-* (A, 0) cannot be normal, since the depth 
of q at 0 is only 2. 
Exampk 5.12. As promised we give an example of a smoothing of a Gorenstein 
singularity with H, (L), = 0 and H, (!M) # 0. Consider the hypersurface smoothing x’ t x7 
L 7’ = c. divided by the Z/7-action (x, y, z) 4 (ox, o2 y, o4 z) (w’ = l), as in (5.6). This _ 
yields a Milnor fibre !M with rri (M) = If, (M) z Z/7. But the singularity being smoothed is 
a cone Spec @,“= o I (E, I%‘“), where E is a genus 3 curve (a free Z/7-quotient of the Fermat 
septic) and 1 is a degree one line bundle with ho (I) = ho (/m2) = 0, ho (1a3) = 1 and la4 z K, 
(which guarantees the cone is Gorenstein). As E appears as the only curve in a resolution and 
EZ = - 1, we have H, (L), = 0. Keeping in mind (5.3.5) one has genus 35 for the 
hypersurface and 5 for the quotient. 
$6. APPLICATIOSS TO CERTAIN ,MIXMALLY ELLIPTIC SINGULARITIES 
6.1. If ( X, 0) is a Gorenstein surface singularity, then in (4.16.2) we have defined a map which 
assigns to a smoothing component of (X, 0) its smoothing data. Recall this consists of the 
(even) Milnor lattice H, (.M) (M a general fibre over the given smoothing component): a 
q-isotropic I c H,(L),; an injection i: Coker (H,(M)+ H,(M)*)-+ H,(L)/Z inducing an 
isomorphism A, ( .M)“/H2 (M) ; Ii/I; and (if p+ > 0) a sign structure on H,(M), all up to 
equivalence. But Coker i 5 H, (M), and (5.5) imposes conditions on coverings of M, so we 
get restrictions on I. We examine the possible data for three basic classes of minimally elliptic 
singularities [ 171. (A surface singularity is called minimally elliptic if it is Gorenstein and has 
genus 1; this property can be recognized from the resolution graph.) It is known that for such 
singularities 
6.1.1. embdim(X,O) = max(3, -Kx.Kf) 
where .? is the minimal resolution. Furthermore, (X, 0) is a complete intersection iff 
- K,r .K r < 4, in which case rci (M) is trivial [12]. For our examples we will find H, (M) = 0 
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if - K,q.K,r 5 7. If - K.t.K,f I 5, the base space of the semi-universal deformation is known 
to be smooth with smooth general fibre, thus yielding a single smoothing component. In our 
cases, we even find unique smoothing data for - K,t.K,p 5 7. even though for cusps we still 
do not know whether the base space is irreducible. 
6.2. We make precise the restrictions of (5.5). Let (X, 0) be Gorenstein. 4 : H, ( L) -+ G a 
surjection to a finite group, inducing the normalized G-covering (Y, 0) - ( S, 0). We call C$ an 
impermissible quotient if for each integer @ with p(X) I p 2 p(Y), we have 
6.2.1. (G((x(~)+K.~++ 12p(X)) # x(P)+ Kr.Ky+ 1Zj. 
By (5.3) and (5.5.1), an impermissible covering cannot be induced by a G-covering of any 
Milnor fibre. We call a finite quotient I$ : Hi (L) -+ G permissible if it is not a factor of an 
impermissible quotient. We denote the corresponding subset of Y (X) by .yFrrn( X ). For the 
cases of interest in this section, X and Y will be minimally elliptic, so p(X) = p(Y) = 1; in this 
case, impermissibility simplifies to 
6.2.2. IGl(x(z)+ K,f.K,f+ 12) # x(p)+ Ky.Kp+ 12 
Moreover we shall see that for minimally elliptic X the following two properties are satisfied: 
(i) Every nontrivial quotient H, (L) + HI (L),‘J which kills H, (L), is impermissible 
(ii) Every automorphism of HI ( L) which is the identity on both H, (L), and H, (15): H, (L), 
is induced by an automorphism of X. 
(These are of course trivially true if H 1 (L) is finite, so we shall only have to verify this for the 
minimally elliptic singularities with rk H, (L) > 0, i.e. the simple-elliptic and cusp singula- 
rities.) The first property implies that for every permissible 4 : HI (L) -+ H, (L)/J, we have 
HI(L.X+J = H,(L) (otherwise C$ is a factor of the impermissible H,(L) -+ H,(L)/ 
J + HI (L),). Now fix a q-isotropic I c HI (L), and let f (I) denote the collection of subgroups 
J of H,(L) with H,(L), nJ = I’ and Hl(L),+J = H,(L). Let G, denote the group of 
automorphisms of H 1 (L) acting trivially on HI ( L), and H t ( L.); H 1 (L), . Every g E G, is of the 
form x -+ x + a(X) for some a E Horn (H 1 (L)/H 1 (L),, H 1 (L),) and thus we may identify G, 
with Horn{ HI (L)/H, (I,),, H, (L),). The subgroup of G, corresponding to 
Hom(H, (.L.)/H, (L),, 1’) acts trivially on 2 (I) and one easily checks that 
Hom(H,(L)/H,(L),, H1(L),/IL) 2 Hom(H,(L)/H,(L),,I) acts simply transitively on 
$ (I). In particular, If (I)1 = 11 lPo . Now condition (ii) implies that f (I) is contained in an 
Aut (X)-orbit. As permissibility is an Aut (X)-invariant notion, it follows that permissibility 
only depends on I. We say that I is permissible if some (equivalently, every) quotient HI (L) 
-P H, (L)/J with H, (L), n J = I’, is permissible. The automorphism group of X also acts on 
the set of its smoothing components and the map of (4.16.1) is clearly Aut (X)-invariant. So 
the image of Sm (X) + YFrrn( X) will be a union of G,-orbits. 
6.3. We will find all permissible I. First we list all isotropic I of prime order TC. As in (5.4), I is 
represented by an exceptional divisor D = Enj E,(O 5 n, < n) such that 
6.3.1. D.Ei E O(x) all i 
6.3.2. l/2 EZ 
(this condition amounts to q(Z) = 0). Second, make a n-fold branched cover of g as described 
in (5.4) and see if one has the resolution graph of a M.E. singularity; if that happens, and 
(6.2.2) holds, then I is impermissible. Third, list those isotropic I’s all of whose cyclic 
subgroups of prime order are permissible; in our case, such 1 are still permissible. 
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Example 6.4. Simple elliptic singularities. 
Let (X, 0) be simple elliptic of degree d. This means that 2 contains one smooth 
exceptional elliptic curve C with C.C = -d; thus, K,-.Kf = -d. The class of (lid) C in 
H’(x) generates, so its image eE H, (L), generates this cyclic group of order d; and. (1.2) 
shows that q(e) = (d - 1)/2d EQ/Z’. For a smoothing. (4.11) implies p+ = 0, p- = 9 -d, 
whence 1 I d I 9. 
We verify property (i) of (6.2). Every surjection H, (L) - P which kills H, (L), factors 
over H, (_?) + P and thus determines an unramified covering T -+ 8 with one exceptional 
elliptic curve (the pre-image of C). So h’(Oy) = 1 and p(Y) I 1; by (6.2) this can only be if 
IPI = 1. 
We now check (ii). Automorphisms of X can be obtained from automorphisms of 
the geometric line bundle 2 + C of degree -d; and, translations on C by points of order d 
lift to 3, giving d2 such automorphisms of X. We claim these map onto 
G, = Hom(H, (L)jH, (L),, H,(L),). This may be checked for example via the explicit 
description of L as a coset space G’jF’ ( [47], p. 537 is a convenient reference), locating d2 
automorphisms in the normalizer N (II’) which induce translations on C, and computing their 
action on H, (L) = r’/[r’, r’]. 
Next we determine the possible 1’s. The only non-trivial Z’s occur when d = 8 (I II = 2) and 
d = 9 (I II = 3). But when d = 9, I?,(M) = 0; in particular I’/I = 0, and so I = 0 is excluded. 
The non-trivial I’s give coverings by other simple elliptic singularities, which are easily 
checked not to violate (6.2.2). We next claim that in the remaining cases, there exists a unique 
negative definite lattice of rank 9 -d with DQF 4,. The existence is easy: just take the root 
lattices of type Es, E,, E,, D,, A4, Al x A, (d 56) or the lattice 
[-; _:](d=7,. 
These lattices are obtained as the perp of a sublattice of the E, root lattice of type A,_,, 
so that by Remark (1.14.6) of Nikulin [32], they are unique for their rank and DQF, 
and O(Q) -+ O(q) is surjective. The sign structure is irrelevant because p_ = 0. 
Thus Y (X) = yPperm(X) can be identified with the set of subgroups J of HI (L) with 
(.I n H 1 (L),)’ q-isotropic and J + H L (L), = H 1 (L). This gives a singleton for d I 7 and for 
d = 8 resp. 9,1+ 22 = 5 resp. 3’ = 9 elements. The global arguments of Pinkham [34] show 
that each q-isotropic I is realized by a smoothing component; using Aut X-equivariance, we 
deduce Sm (X) 4 Y (X) is surjective. A smoothing of X is essentially given by a Del Peuo 
surface 2 of degree d, a nonsingular anti-canonical divisor D on 2, and an isomorphism 
(D, ND J 2 (C, NC:.?) of polarized curves (see [22], Prop. A.6). The coarse moduli space of 
the pairs (2, D) with D isomorphic to C is connected for d # 8 and has two connected 
components if d = 8. This implies that Sm( X) -+ .y( X) is also injective. So X has one 
smoothing component ford I 7, but contrary to what Pinkham [34] claims, X has 5 resp. 
9 smoothing components if d = 8 resp. 9. 
Example 6.5. Triangle singularities. 
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where p, q, r 2 2 and the sum of their reciprocals is < 1. Call the three outer curves (starting 
from - p) Et, E,, E,, with E, the centre. There are two analytic types for each graph; call 
either one (X, 0) or DP,P.r. For the triples ( p. q, r) one has on the minimal resolution 
i 
r-6 (2, 3, i-), 7 I r 
-K,r.K*= q+r-8 (2, 4, r), 4 5 4, r 
p+q+r-9 (p,q,r), 3 sp,q,r. 
Proceeding as in (4.2) (compare Pinkham [36]), one shows that Hi (L), has order A = pqr 
- pq - qr - rp, is generated by the images e,, e2 of resp. [El]*, [El]* in H2(_%.)*/H2(z) 
Z HI (L),, and is cyclic exactly when p, q, r have no common factor. For instance, if (p, q) 
= 1, then e, is a generator and 
6.5.1. q(e,) = (A-pq+p+q)/2A~Q,‘Z. 
Now suppose one has a smoothing. By (4.1 l), p,, = 0, p+ = 2, p- = 22 - (p + q + r); 
therefore, we must have p + q + r I 22 ([43], Thm. 3.9). Since b, (L) = 0, we have H 1 (:tl) 
= H 1 (L),/I’. We consider first q-isotropic I c HI (L), of prime order rt. Then nz divides A; as 
p + q + r I 22 a check shows rr = 2,3,5 or 7, the last case occurring only for D,. ,. :. For every 
such R, we list the essentially distinct D’s satisfying (6.3.1) by first listing the coefficients 
(n,, n,, n2, n,), 0 I ni < TI. Then (6.3.1) gives mod TC congruences on p, q, r and (6.3.2) gives a 
further congruence. For instance, let rc = 2. If n, = 0, since D.E, = 0, one has outer 
coefficients (1, 1,O); thus the singularity is of type (2m, 2n, r) and (6.3.2) forces m + n E 0 (4). 
If n, = 1, one cannot have ni = 0 for any i 2 1 (else D.Ei 3 1); so every ni = 1, and the type is 
(2m + 1, 2n + 1, 2s + 1); (6.3.2) says further that m + n + s 3 3 (4), whence (because of the 
restriction on p, q, r) m + n + s = 7. 
After completing the list (for 7c = 2, 3, 5, 7), one checks that further restrictions from 
(6.2.2) apply in exactly two cases: x = 2 for (2m, 2n, r) and n = 3 for (3m, 3n, r). In the first 
case a resolution dual graph for a double branched cover y + x arising as in (5.4) is (Fig. 3) 
which gives a M.E. singularity. By (6.2.2) we require 2(5 - (2m + 2r - 8) + 12) = 6 - (m + n 
-I- 2r - 8) + 12 or m + n = 8; this is the extra condition beyond m + n = 0 (4). The II = 3 case is 
similar; the isotropic condition m + n = O(3) must be strengthened to m + n = 6. This settles 
the case I of prime order. 
It is now fairly easy to get a complete list of all permissible I (see Table l), as the 
subgroups of prime order are known; the only new ones are cyclic of order 4 or 6. (D,, 3, 1 1 has 
a q-isotropic Z/2 x Z/2, but it is impermissible). Note that nontrivial permissible I do not 
occur until embedding dimension 8. Also note D4,4, 12 has two permissible I’s with IZ( = 2 
and two with (I ( = 4 (either - 4 curve can be used to make D); the other cases with different 
isotropic I’s of the same order are D6.6,10, D3.3.15, D5,5,10, and D,.,.,, 
Following (4.12), we ask for the existence for each permissible I c HI (L), of an even 
lattice (2, p_; q,). As HI (L), requires at most two generators, Nikulin’s theorem 1.10.1 [32] 
implies such a lattice exists if p- L 1; and by Thm. 1.13.2 of [32], it is unique if p_ 2 2. (In 
fact a closer analysis of Nikulin’s criterion yields uniqueness in all cases where ,u_ = 1, with 
D 3.9.9 done using [49] ). The check of Nikulin’s existence conditions in case p _ = 0 has 
--n 
Fig. 3. 
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actually been worked out by Pinkham [36], as he did an equivalent computation (cf. (7.2), 
(7.3) below). If a lattice exists for (p, 4, r) with I = 0, then one exists for any 4, by (1.7.1); so 
Pinkham’s calculations imply existence for all I in the p_ = 0 case, except for I = 0 in cases 
(2, 10, lo), (2, 6, 14) and (6, 6, 10). In particular, Dz,,,,ro cannot smooth, as there are no 
nontrivial isotropic subgroups in that case. An example of non-uniqueness is provided by 
D2.,.il and I = 0, there are two different even lattices of type (2,O; q), viz. 
(: zh)T (:” l32) 
([46], $1 is good reference for binary quadratic forms.) By (4.18). I determines uniquely the 
other smoothing data if p _ 2 3; this is also true for ,u _ = 2 and p- = 1, I’jl cyclic, via (4.17) 
and [49]. But [22] implies all permissible smoothing data occur and correspond to a unique 
smoothing component ( (7.5) below). Note finally that certain smoothings may be con- 
structed locally by the method of (5.6). For instance, a smoothing of D4.7.9 with rci (M) 
= Z/5 may be written as a quotient of C3 by Z/5 acting via [o, 03, 01, with invariant 
function .x).3 + L,Z’ + zx’ = 0; in this case p(Y) = 2. 
Example 6.6. Cusps 
A cusp is a minimally elliptic (X, 0) whose resolution graph is a cycle of r 2 2 smooth 
rational curves or (r = 1) a rational curve with a node [13]. The cusp is named by the 
(unoriented) cycle of negative self-intersections of the successive irreducible components 
(b,, . . . , b,). On the minimal resolution, - K~.Kx = C, (b, - 2) resp. b if r 2 2 resp. r = 1. 
It is easily seen that H, (L), admits two generators. If one has a smoothing, then p,, = p+ = 1, 
p- = 9 - I,, (b, - 3)(r 2 2) or 10 - b(r = 1). We verify the conditions (i) and (ii) of (6.2). 
Property (ii) is in fact a result of Pinkham [48]. As for (i), if H, (L.) -+ P factors over the 
infinite cyclic H 1 (8), then H 1 (x) --t P defines a cyclic covering P + ,? of degree IPI, and r’ is 
the resolution of a cusp whose graph is described by the cycle (b,, . . , b,) repeated IPI 
times (if r = 1 and IPI > 1, b+2 is repeated). Thus h’(&) = 1 and so by (6.2.2), P = 0. 
More generally, any finite coveringY + X (with Y normal, and unramified off the singular 
point) of a cusp is a cusp. This follows e.g. by explicit uniformization [13] of X - {0}, 
representing this space as a specific quotient of H x H (H = upper half-plane). Or, one need 
only consider finite quotients H 1 (L) --) G for which H, (L), + G. In this instance, the method 
of (5.4) describesy, a resolution of the coveringY + X; one sees the exceptional graph ofFis a 
cycle. A careful analysis of the self-intersections yields which D as in (6.3) give rise to 
permissible I; this gives conditions on H, (M). A global argument (see (7.9) below) shows 
n, (M) is abelian. A closer analysis actually gives the following result, which we state without 
proof. 
THEOREM 6.6.1. Let M be the Milnorjbre of a smoothing of a cusp (X, 0). Then n, (M) is 
cyclic; and, emb dim (X, 0) I 7 resp. 8 implies z1 (M) trivial resp. of order I 2. 
Next consider cusps with r I 3 exceptional curves. A simple exercise shows that 
(H,(L),, q) is the same for the cusp for an associated D,.,., singularity, under the 
corresPondence @)++Dz.3,,+6~ (bl,b2)~D2,bl+2,b~+2, (bl,bl,b3)~Db,+,.b1+,.b1+l. 
(There is a normally flat degeneration of the cusp to the triangle singularity, e.g. [14]). 
Therefore, all q-isotropic I’s for cusps with r + K. K + 9 2 0, r I 3 are known from the Dp.q,r- 
calculations. Using (5.3)-(5.5), we obtain the list ofcusp-permissible I and find it is exactly the 
same as for the corresponding D,,,,,‘s (Table 1). 
However, Nikulin’s conditions on existence of an even lattice of type (1, p- ; q,) are much 
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Table 1. Allowable q-isotropic I = H, (L), for D,,,,, (p + q + r 5 22) 
Ill Divisor (n,.n,.n,:n,) Tw (P.%‘) Discriminant = IH, (L),! 
2 (1.1.0: 0) 
2 (I. 1.1; II 
3 (1.2.0: 0) 
3 (I, 1. I; 0) 
3 (l.l,Zi 1) 
4 (2.1, 1; 0) 
4 t1,2,3; 2) 
5 (1.2.2; 0) 
5 (3.2.1; 1) 
5 (4.3.4; 1) 
6 (3.2.1; 0) 




































































more restrictive. If p_ 2 2 or p_ = 1 and H 1 (I,), is cyclic, the lattice certainly e.xists. The 
remaining cases are summarized in the Tables 2 and 3. Uniqueness of the lattices is automatic 
for p_ 2 2 (by [32], Thm. 1.13.2), once we note that H,(L), is always cyclic for p_ = 2; 
similarly, 0 (Q) + 0 (4,) if p _ _ > 2. Our list of non-smoothable cusps with p- = 0 coincides 
exactly with that of Friedman-iMiranda [S], who checked whether the dual cusp is an anti- 
canonical cycle on a rational surface. 
$7. GLOBAL ANALOGUES AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
7.1. If (X, 0) is quasi-homogeneous (i.e. admits a good C*-action), then we may suppose 
X = Spec(A,), where A, is a positively graded C-algebra. Then X can be C*-compactified to 
a projective surface 2 by adding a curve F at infinity with Z nonsingular along F. Similarly, 
the minimal resolution X of X is compactilied by a nonsingular projective surface Z (paste X 
andzalongx-E 2 X-(O)), see [33], [35]. The curve F is called the dual resolution curve 
of X (or E). The description of 2 as a blown-up geometrically ruled surface shows that H2 (E) 
and H, ( F) map isomorphically onto primitive nondegenerate sublattices of H2 (2) which 
are each other’s orthogonal complement; we often identify H,(E) and H,(F) with their 
images in Hz (2). Using the class of the canonical bundle and the Wu-formula, we get 
quadratic lattices. The unimodularity of Hz(g) plus (1.7.2) yield 
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D 1.4.r 111 Vi/f1 part 4P condition Existence Lattice 
(2.12) (2.4.14) 1 20 h/Z x h/2 
2 5 
(4.10) (2.6.12) I 36 h/2 X El? 
3 4 a/2 x k/2 
(6.8) (2.8.10) 1 44 h/2 x z/2 
(3.59) (4.6.10) 1 116 k/2 X h/2 
2 29 
(X5.7) (6.6.8) 1 156 h/2 x H/2 
(4.4.9) (5.5.10) 1 125 215 x h/25 
5 5 
(3,7,7) (4,898) 1 128 Z/4 x Z/32 
2 32 H/4 x h/8 
4 8 h/4 x a/2 
(373.11) (4.4.12) 1 80 h/4 X z/4 
2 20 h/2 x h/2 
4 5 
(A)-5’~ 5’64(~;~) 
(B) 2’ = f 2’.19 (Zf’) 
(C) 2’ = k25.3 (z;s) 
(D) -ZJ = +2’.5 (z;‘) 
(E) -2’~ +2z.5(Z;‘) 
4’:’ (2) w? (2) None 
q?’ (2) OqY’ (2) 
SY) (2)Od2’ (2) 
d2’(2)w12’(2) 
4’:’ WO& (2) 
qY’(2)@7:2’(2) 
4Y’ (5) 04 ‘8” (5r) 
4Y (2’) oq:‘d (2’) 



















Y ;-; ,i) 
Y t-5 9 
Y ( E *e, 
Y c-i 53 
Y c-i ,a 
Y (-2 .;, 
Y c-4 ,a 
Y (-I :, 
NO 
NO 
Y c-6 3 
NO 
NO 





q for the (3,7,7) cusp was done in (4.3) 
Some work reveals the lattices are uniquely determined by q,; and all but two of the lattices contain a rector of 
length - 2. 
Beware that for the (3.3.11) cusp, there is an impermissible I of order 2, for which a lattice of type (1,l; q,) exists. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. For a quasi-homogeneous surfuce singularity, (H, (L),, q) is anti- 
isomorphic to the DQF of the quadratic lattice associated to the dual resolution graph. 
Example 7.3. If X is a D,,,*,-singularity (6.4), with d=*-action, then F is a TP_- 
configuration of (- 2)-curves (e.g. [21] ); H,(F) is an even lattice. 
7.4. Now assume X normal. A smoothing ofnegative weight of X [35] yields a smoothing of 2 
which preserves F; a general fibre 2, is a non-singular projective surface and contains a curve 
F, canonically isomorphic to F. For such smoothings most of our results can be understood 
in a different, often more simple, manner. Since the dualizing sheaf of 2 lifts in a fiat way to 
the smoothing, H, ( F,) inherits from H2 (Z,) the same quadratic lattice structure as from 
H, ( F). By [42], Thm. 2.2, Z, - F, is homeomorphic to a Milnor fibre M of the smoothing and 
H’ ( cz,) = 0. Therefore, H2 (M) z H2 (F,)‘. The DQF of H2 ( F,)’ is anti-isomorphic to 
1’11 for some isotropic I ‘- H 2 ( F) (1.7.2), since Hz (Z,)/torsion is unimodular. Combining 
with (7.2) gives the key part of Thm. (5.6). The permissibility discussion means: if H, ( F,) is 
imprimitive in H2 (Z,)/torsion, then there is an effective divisor D supported by F, and an 
integer n 2 2 so that D is not a multiple of n but is divisible by n in Pic(Z,). This determines a 
cyclic covering 2, + Z, with D as branch locus; one computes separately (from Z,, F, and D) 
each term in the Noether formula 
7.4.1. Cl @A2 + Q(Z) = 12x( Q,X 
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Table 3. Even lattlcrs frrum cusps. type (1.0: 4,). I c H1( L), allowable 
Cusp cycle D Pd.’ 11’ 
I’ I or (if cyclic) 41 
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(3,5.10) (4.6.1 I ) 











’ q, of a cyclic generator is computed via (6.5.1) when H, (L), is cyclic. 
’ If qr (generator) = u/2u (with (u. 2~) = 1). the lattice exists iff u is a square mod 2v. In every case, non-existence 
occurs either because H, (L), is non-cyclic. or 812~ and u 1 5 (8). 
yielding conditions. This is a fancier version of the geometric part of Nikulin’s argument 
bounding the number of disjoint rational curves on a K3 surface [31]. However, as indicated 
in A. Beauville’s paper [l], much more subtle geometric conditions than (7.4.1) may be 
needed to rule out certain branched coverings. As for the relevance of the sign structure, note 
that the orthogonal complement of (Pit 2,) @IF! in l-I* (Z,, Iw) contains the maximal 
positive-definite oriented subspace H *** (2 R) @Ho** (Z,, R). Finally, the discussion of 
Y (,u+ , H, (L), q) in (4.15) arises naturally ii deciding when two pairs (Z,, F,), (Z,, , F,,) can 
be on the same smoothing component. 
Example 7.5. (cf. [22] ). Let (X, 0) be a D,.,+,- singularity. An embedding of the TP,u.r- 
lattice T in the K3 lattice is “good” in the sense of [22] iff T”/T z I c’ H,(L), is permissible 
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in the sense of (6.2). In fact, the map in (4.16.1) is a bijection from the set of smoothing 
components of Y,, (X ). 
7.6. Most of our discussion of quasi-homogeneous singularities is also valid in the situation 
where (X, 0) occurs as the unique singular point 0 of a compact surface Z on whose smooth 
part we are given a curve F such that Z -F is contractible and F is a deformation retract of 
Z - {O}. If (Z,, F,) is the general fibre of a smoothing of Z which preserves F, then Z, - F, 
may be regarded as a Milnor fibre of (Z, 0). This happens when (X, 0) is a cusp of type 
(b,, . 16,): h t ere is a non-singular compact surface 2 (the Inoue surface) all of whose 
curves lie on two disjoint cusp cycles E and F, with E of type (b,, . . , 6, ), and Z is simply 
gotten by contracting E. The cusp whose cycle is F is called the dual cusp of (X, 0); let 
(a,, . . . , a,) be its type. Any smoothing of (X, 0) is induced by a smoothing of Z 
which preserves F. If (Z,, F,) is a general fibre, then Z, is a rational surface and F, is an anti- 
canonical divisor on Z, (see [20] ) for a general discussion). There is an isomorphism H2 (Z,) 
z I, @I@‘wh’ h ic makes the canonical class correspond to (- 3, 1, 1, . . , 1). Here n = 9 
+ xi (ai - 2). Hence: 
7.6.1. A Smoothing component of (X, 0) determines an embedding H2( F) -+ I _ @I@ 
sending -C [ Fi] to (- 3, 1, 1, . , 1) up to an automorphism ofl, @Z@” 
preserving (- 3, 1, . . . , 1). 
By the discussion in $1, H2 ( F)’ is even with DQF anti-isomorphic to (Ii/Z, q,) for some 
isotropic Z CY H, (F)“/H, (F). Combining with (7.7), we see Thm. (4.6) can be deduced from 
the condition “dual cusp lies on a rational surface”. But this global condition implies more if 
H,(F) + H2(Zt) is imprimitive; as in (5.4) or (7.4) one could make a covering Z, + Z, 
branched over F, and compute the terms in Noether’s formula separately. This gives exactly 
the permissibility conditions of (6.2). We pose the 
Problem 7.7. Let (X, 0) be a cusp singularity. Does the map of (4.16.2) of smoothing 
components to Y (X, 0) map onto the set of classes with permissible I? 
Remarks 7.8.1. A positive answer would give a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
cusp cycle to be anti-canonical on a rational surface, as well as asserting the existence of a 
degeneration of a surface into a singular Inoue surface. 
7.8.2. From [8] and [9], it follows that the map in (7.7) is surjective in many cases. Those 
papers start with a dual cusp on a rational surface, which property we are trying to predict 
from lattice conditions plus permissibility. For instance, for cusps with smoothings for which 
~,(M)=ml+(m~O),wehaveO(~,(M))={~1),butO(q)=(+l}iffmor~misaprime 
power. Checking Table 3, this gives extra (primitive) embeddings H2( F) + I, @I? for 
(ai, a2, . . . , us) = (2,6, lo), (3, 10, 5) and (5, 6, 7). In fact, Friedman-Miranda ([8], p. 
211) write down two non-isomorphic anticanonical configurations of type (2, 6, IO) on a 
rational surface; one can do this for the other two cases as well. 
7.8.3. We do not yet know if the map in (4.16.2) is injective for cusps. 
7.9. For a cusp smoothing, it is not hard to see (blowing-up a minimal rational surface 
with an effective anti-canonical divisor) that rri (Y - F) is abelian; so this global argument 
shows rcl (M) is abelian. However, even for the D,,,,, -singularities, it is not clear to us that 
a TP.V -configuration of ( - 2)-curves on a K3 surface has a complement with abelian xi. (We 
have verified this only for D,,,,, and for smoothing components containing the associated 
cusp). We pose the following questions; we are quite confident the answer is affirmative for 
-K. K I 5, especially because of the examples in Ebeling-Wall [6]. 
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Question 7.10 Let (X,0) be a minimally elliptic singularity and &f the Milnor fibre of a 
smoothing. 
(i) Is TC~ (iti) abelian? 
(ii) Is TT~ (M) trivial if - K.K 5 7? 
(iii) Is Hz (M) generated by ‘ordinary vanishing’ cycles if -K . K I 61 
(iv) Is the base space of a semi-universal deformation of (X, 0) irreducible if -K K I 7? 
Note added in proof( 1) Regarding Problem 7.7, in all known examples where two distinct sign structures 
can exist algebraically (e.g., (5, 6, 10) and (3, 6, 12)). only one arises from a smoothing. 
(2) The cyclic quotient singularities in Proposition 5.9 are exactly the “log<anonicaf’ ones of Y. 
Kawamata; in fact, his classification can quickly be deduced from our result. 
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